


It’s the reef shark gliding by you in search of better prey.  

The hull of a ship slicing through a calm ocean morning, spinning prop wash into  

a powder blue. The curiosity of a playful harbor seal tilting its head for a better look.  

IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO PREDICT THE EXACT MOMENT IT HITS YOU. But you’ll feel it.  

And while you may feel small, with miles of ocean spread beneath your feet, rest 

assured you’re part of something bigger. Connected to something that’s been 

functioning and evolving since the beginning of time. Living and breathing a balance 

of predator and prey, light and dark, calm and chaos. And even though it’s only  

a moment, it can last a lifetime. 

the adventure begins…                                                                                          Introducing the newest gear from AERIS for 09
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See the underwater world like never before. 

The DUO is a unique, low profile mask with an extraordinary field-of-view.  

Long favored by underwater photographers and hunters, black silicone offers  

improved vision for all divers by blocking unwanted reflections  

– especially in clear water.  
 

• Lightweight , uniquely styled Soft-Touch frame

• Generous tear-drop lens design guarantees a great view of your surroundings.

• Highest grade, ultra-soft 100% liquid silicone skirt for a positive seal and long life

• Low volume design for better visibility and easier clearing

• Tempered glass lenses

• Easy-to-adjust, swiveling buckles

Europa™ 3x

Europa™ 3

Coral™

Europa™ 2

Europa™ 2 Purge

Europa™ 4
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Patented Dry Snorkel Technology

The Cuda Dry Snorkel incorporates AERIS’ Patented Dry Snorkel Technology into an ultra-low 

profile design that is ergonomically fitted for comfort and function. This technology creates a seal 

that eliminates water entry into the snorkel barrel underwater, while achieving superior air flow 

performance on the surface.  
 

•  Patented Dry Snorkel Technology eliminates water entry without sacrificing performance

• Oversized purge valve for easy clearing

• Drop away smooth bore flex mouthpiece

• Quick-release swiveling snorkel keeper

• Replaceable 100% liquid silicone mouthpiece and purge valve

Cuda Dry Mini™

Tawali™
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Mako™

Velocity® Full-foot

Designed for velocity 

The Velocity X3 accelerates with lightning speed as water comes into contact with the textured blade.  
Faster and more efficient, the Velocity X3 maintains comfort and control while enabling you to exert 
less effort, stress and strain with each stride.  
 
During the fin stroke, water flow is directed through our exclusive Power Enhancing Vents (PEV’s) 
and off the fin tips, creating lift and forward propulsion. So much so, that the Velocity X3 is the  
only “paddle” fin that benefits from Nature’s Wing® Propeller Fin Technology. This helps reduce  
the stress on the divers leg while accelerating water over the blade; resulting in increased velocity.  
Water movement through the PEV’s also reduce lateral movement of the fin (wasted energy), 
increasing the efficiency of the kick.   
 
• Patented Nature’s Wing® Propeller Fin Technology

• Power Enhancing Vents (PEV’s) accelerate water over the blade for increased velocity

• Oversized side rails add rigidity for increased lift, power and efficiency

• Ergonomically designed foot pocket accommodates virtually all foot sizes and boot styles

• Angled blade for preferred angle of attack

• Easy on/off fin strap with thumb loop

• Easy adjust quick-release buckles

™
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The ultimate mini-breather

The pneumatically balanced demand valve along with a highly responsive design  
allows the ION to provide a high volume of airflow with even the slightest inhalation  
effort, making it seem nearly effortless to breathe at any depth.   
 
Independent testing has proven the ION to be one of the best, highest performing  
regulators on the market today. All in a tiny, super-light package, barely wider than  
the mouthpiece.  
 
•  Pneumatically balanced second stage with virtually no breathing effort

•  Patented Dynamic Adjustment automatically maintains inhalation effort throughout the dive

•  Adjustable Venturi switch for dive/pre-dive adjustment

•  Patented orthodontic mouthpiece with high density bite tabs

•  Rugged, lightweight 5.4 ounce second stage with extremely small 2.3” wide outer ring

•  Dry Valve technology improves performance and reduces service costs associated  
with corrosion of critical internal components

•  Nitrox compatible to 40%

AT400 Pro™ 

AT400 Sport™

A1™

Gyro Octo™

A1 Octo™ 

Air Link Octo 
Inflator™
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Just one look

The ATMOS ai is a compact console equipped to provide all your critical dive data at a 
glance, displayed on a large, easy-to-read digital screen. The ATMOS ai is available with  
or without a compass and quick disconnect, depending on your diving needs. 
 
•  Air time and no-deco/deco time on the main display

•  Nitrox programmable to 50%

•  PC Downloadable

•  Water and manual activation

•  Safety stop count-down timer

•  Audible and visual alarms

•  User-replaceable battery

CompuMask™

Elite T3™

Epic™

™
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Free Dive

With the help of world-renowned record holder, Martin 
Stepanek, AERIS introduces the F10 – a powerful computer 
that is solely dedicated to freediving and training.  
 
The F10 computer comes equipped with everything you’ll need for 
one deep breath. Provides digital depth, elapsed dive time on the 
surface and underwater, and a generous collection of customizable 
audible warnings and interval prompts for ultimate performance 
and safety. 
 
•  Freediving and Digital Watch modes

•  Free Dive Mode Main displays Depth and Elapsed Dive Time 
with access to either a pre-set countdown timer or lap timer

•  Audible alarms with flashing LED and auto-backlight illumination

•  User-defined surface recovery timer, repeating elapsed dive time 
alarm, repeating depth interval alarm, and 3 max depth alarms

•  Digital watch functions including alternate time, countdown  
timer, lap timer, and daily alarm

•  99 dive log with :01 step profile

•  History mode

•  User-replaceable battery

•  Optional PC Interface with 1-second sampling rate

Manta™

XR-2™

XR-1 Nx™
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Anywhere any time.

Traveling 20 miles to a local dive site or packed away for the trip  
of a lifetime, the 5 Oceans performs phenomenally in all conditions.  
 
The 5 Oceans is prepared for any adventure - it’s lightweight  
and packs flat for travel and has plenty of lift and integrated  
weight capacity to satisfy the demands of local diving. 
 
•  Rugged design and high lift capacity for local diving  

plus packs flat for travel and weighs just 7.5 lbs.

•  Patented BioFlex® air cell stretches when inflated  
to provide more than 40 lbs. of lift

• Durable, fadeless Cordura® construction

•  Equipped with two trim weight pockets and  
AERIS’ QLR Integrated Weight System that  
an accommodate up to 30 lbs.

•  Versatile power inflation/deflation with  
lower pull-dump control

• Easy to use drop-down pocket

•  Strategically placed stainless steel grommets  
for your accessories

•  Dual-adjust sternum strap for stability  
and comfort

Atmos® LX

Contour®

Sport™ 
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Ready to go

Locked and loaded for an undisclosed destination, count on the 
Commander bag to protect your travel gear every step of the way. 
Ultra-durable all-terrain wheels and stainless steel axles make this 
rugged rolling system a breeze for travel. 
 
Designed to carry a full set of dive gear and clothing in  
its easily-accessible main compartment. 
 
•  All-terrain wheels are ultra-durable and make short,  

smooth work of stairs, curbs, and other obstacles

•  2-Position telescoping handle

•  Large self-healing YKK® zippers with pull tabs

•  Large internal compartment protects and organizes gear,  
clothing, and smaller items

•  Dual external zippered fin pockets

•  Dimensions: 31“ x 13“ x 17”

•  Weight of Empty Bag: 11.4 lbs.

™



The AERIS 09 catalog was shot on location in beautiful Dominica, one of diving’s premier 
destinations. We hope you enjoy the presentation as much as we enjoyed producing it.  
 
Special acknowledgements go out to the Fort Young Hotel, a must-stay if you are in 
Dominica, as well as the Dominica Watersports Association and participating dive centers, 
and their divemasters and operators who assisted us with our gear. We surely couldn’t  
have made it happen without you. A very special thanks goes out to Nature Island Dive 
and Dive Dominica for their participation throughout our stay.  



AUTHORIZED AERIS DEALERS 
 
When you visit an Authorized AERIS Dealer, you’ll get the personal attention you need to select the equipment and accessories that truly fit you 
and your diving style. Want to see for yourself why an Authorized AERIS Dealer is the right place to find the right diving equipment for you?  Visit 
www.DiveAERIS.com to find a local or online dealer.

Authorized AERIS Dealers offer the following exclusive  
AERIS ADVANTAGE SERVICE PROGRAM benefits:

PRODUCT REGISTRATION: 
 
By registering your product online, you provide AERIS a method by which to expedite warranty service and contact you directly in the event 
of a service notice affecting your product.  If, and only if you choose, we may periodically provide you with information and product updates 
relevant to your purchases and your specific interests.  Join us to participate in new product surveys, update contact information, create a Virtual 
Dive Log, maintain service records, and most importantly, modify your preferences, or opt-out completely whenever you choose.  We use any 
information supplied to help develop better products and services to meet your needs. All information is considered absolutely confidential  
and is not sold or used for any other purpose.

30-DAY SATISFACTION  
GUARANTEE: 
 
This guarantee warrants that if at  
any time during the first 30 days of 
purchasing your AERIS product, it fails 
to meet your expectations; the product 
may be exchanged by a participating 
Authorized AERIS Dealer.  
No questions asked. 

LIMITED LIFETIME REGULATOR PARTS 
REPLACEMENT PROGRAM: 
 
Provides free standard replacement parts 
for your AERIS regulator, including all 
AERIS first stages and second stages. 

 

EXPRESS REPLACEMENT  
POLICY: 
 
Should anything go wrong with your 
AERIS product within the first 30 days of 
purchase, your Authorized AERIS Dealer 
is authorized to immediately replace the 
product over-the-counter. No questions 
asked. 



AERIS 
2002 Davis Street 
San Leandro, CA 94577 
USA 

www.DiveAERIS.com 
800-647-0605 

 

ISO 9001:2000 is a distinguished global standard of quality management systems, not only in design and 
manufacturing, but virtually all aspects of company operations. AERIS and its family of companies are committed to 
exceeding the ISO 9001:2001 system certification requirements.

 

In European markets, certain product categories are required to pass rigorous testing standards. All AERIS products 
that require testing have surpassed the CE standards.

While every effort was made to ensure that the information contained in this catalog was accurate at the time of 
printing, designs, features, component parts and colors are all subject to change. The AERIS products in this catalog 
may be covered by one or more United States patents. AERIS enforces its patented technology actively and will 
aggressively defend any infringement. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in whole or in part by any medium 
without the express written consent of AERIS.

© AERIS 2008




